FOR IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE
Niraka Adds New Analytics Capabilities to its Smart Construction Platform
New platform blends construction applications and data to help owners and
contractors improve performance
Santa Cruz, CA— August 6, 2022: Niraka today announced Niraka Construction
Intelligence Cloud Analytics to address challenges of engineering and construction
organizations who struggle to unlock data across applications to effectively diagnose
problems, predict risks, and inform future actions.
The new solution combines data from Niraka’s Smart Construction Platform applications
to give owners and contractors a comprehensive understanding of performance
throughout their operations. With this insight, organizations can quickly spot and correct
issues and target ways to drive continuous improvement across project planning,
construction, and asset operation.
John Mathews, senior vice president of product, strategy, and marketing for Niraka
Construction and Engineering said, “You can’t manage what you can’t measure. The
new Niraka Construction Intelligence Cloud Analytics offering combined with the Smart
Construction Platform’s predictive intelligence engine and common data environment,
gives our customers a deeper, holistic understanding of their performance. Now they
can build unique data strategies that drive competitive differentiation.”
The Smart Construction Platform unites capabilities from Niraka engineering and
construction applications and third-party solutions with a common data environment and
user experience. With the platform, owners and contractors can more easily work
together to improve decision-making at every level of their organizations.
“We are always looking to find better ways to leverage our data to gain further insights
into project performance and risk,” said David Reddy, project manager, Osaka Inc.
“Blending data for analysis will provide the broadest and deepest view into our
operations, helping us to understand trends across our business and identify ways to
keep improving how we deliver projects for our customers.”
As the platform continually learns and gets smarter using machine learning
technologies, it will take these past actions into consideration to flag potential risks and
guide more informed decision making in the future. Learn more about Niraka Smart
Construction Platform and Niraka Construction Intelligence Cloud Analytics here.
About Niraka
Niraka offers suites of applications plus secure, autonomous infrastructure in its Cloud.
For more information, please visit us at niraka.com
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